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The frontispieceof this number is a photograph of an interesting specimenpresentedto the geologydepartment of Stanford
University by the late Mr. C. A. W-aringof the California State
Mining Bureau. This, and a similar specimenin the department,
museum collectedby Mr. H. P. Knight, are from the Biddy
McOarty mine of the Pacific CoasLBorax Company in Death
Valley, Inyo County, California. The specimenshown in the
photographwas labeled in the field "colemanite after calcite,"
while the other specimenwas labeled "rare form of calcium
borate."

Frc. 1. Forrn of original inyoite.

Cnysrer, Fonlr
The material of both specimens proves to be colemanite,
but the original mineral was inyoite, a hydrous calcium borate
recently described by Schallerl from the same region. The
crystals, on closeexamination,prove to be monoclinic instead
of hexagonal as at first supposed. The forms present are:
c (001),m (ll0), b (010),and p (111). The habit is tabular
parallelto c (001)as representedin Fig. l. The following interI U. S. Geol.
Suruey,
BuIl.6lO,tt,rtJ't6.
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facial angles, (each the average of ten values with the limits
stated) were measuredwith a contact goniometer:
Schaller'g
Value

ADgle

773"-79+"
7t -72
883-e0+
63+-65*
37 -39
32?-35

7802L',
71 36
89 34
64 31
37 57
33 54

79" 45',
69 20
900
62 37
36 15
335

These measurementsclearly prove that the form is that of
inyoite, but it is believed that the,average angles given are
closerto the truth than those given by Schaller,in spite of the
fact that the crystals are pseudomorphs. The crystals are very
sharp and well defined, and the facesfor the most part are fairly
smooth.
Gnernrc DnrpnurNerroN oF Gnounrnrcel Cowsrervrsor
INrorrn
The measuredangles will furnish on calculation the geometric constantsto the fourth or fifth decimal place,but as the
anglesare only approximate,a better method is to determine
these constants graphically. For this purpose the gnomonic
projection is well suited. Figure 2 showsthe procedure. The
Penfield sheetsfor stereographicprojection may be employed,
as scaleNo. 2 of these sheets(shown at the bottom of Fig. 2)
gives directly tangentsof angles.
The projection is made on a plane perpendicular to the
[f00 : f10 :010] zone, so that the center of the circle is the
projection of the c-axis. The b-axisis projected along the ling
Bz and the o-axis (foreshortened) along the line ,4a. The
pinacoid b (010) is projected at infinity in the direction of the
radius aB. One-half the (110 : 110) angle is laid off on the
divided circle to the right. The point trr is thus established.
The unit prism za is projected at infinity. It is indicated by
drawing a radius thru I/. Next the point c (projection of 001)
is located by plotting the tangent of the complement of the
angle, 64o 31' (B) from z along the zone line Az. Thru c the
zone line Mcp is drawn parallel to zV. This line contains the
point p, not yet located. Angles along a zone line may be
plotted by finding what is called the angle point of the zone.
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Graphic determination of constants of inyoite'
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With radius MV and, center at M an arc of a circle is drawn,
which cuts the line thru M and. z at N, the angle point of the
zone. iy'z in stereographic degrees (scale No. 3) is the complement of Mz in gnomonic degrees (scale no. 2). The angle cNp
equal to cp (33" 54') is laid off and thus the point p (projection
of 111) is determined. It was found that the angle MNc gave
a point on the line zd,not quite coincident with the point on the
same line established by the complement of the angle B
(001 : 100), so that c (001) was taken half way between the two
points and in this way an average value of B was obtained.
The zone line pk is next drawn, parallel to Az, and thus e,
the projection of a possible face (011), is determined by the
intersection of pk with the zone line thru c parallel to Bz,
Similarly a, zoneline pd, parallel to Bz lhru the point p establishes
d, the projection of a possible face (101).
A line thru B perpendicular to Vz determines the distance zs,
which is the foreshortened unit length of the o-axis. The true
value of o is found by drawing a line from z at an angle of 65o
(graphically determined 9) from the line Bz. A perpendicular
to the left from s determines the point t and the distance ef
is axis ri, in terms of the radius of the circle (use scale No. 4).
The unit length of the c-axis is the distance ce in terms of the
radius.
The writer,2 in an article published in 19071 treated the
gnomonic projection from a graphical standpoint, but the method
of finding the value of the d-axis (in the monoclinic system)
indicated above is simpler than the one given in that paper.
The graphically determined geometrical constants thus found
forinyoite are d : b : b : 0.90 : 1 : 0.63; 0 : 65". These values
should replace those given by Schaller, which are expressed in
four decimal places, altho the angular measurements are confessedly approximate values, obtained by means of the contact
goniometer and each the average of from four to six measurements given only to degrees. This use of graphic methods to
determine geometrical constants from approximate measurements has not to my knowledge been emphasized before.
IonNrtrlceuoN

op PspunomonpHous MrNpner,

Chemical Tests. The mineral now constituting the specimens
in question gives qualitative tests for the borate radical and for
2SchoolMinesQuart.,29,24-33,
1907.
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calcium.s It is solublein hydrochloric acid with the separation
in the
of boric acid. The mineral also gives water when heated
closedtube. These chemicaltests, however, do not differentiate
meyer'
colemanite from the other hydrous calcium borates:
priceite'a
and
CazBoOrr'13H2O,
inyoite,
hofferite,CasBoOrr'7HrO,

: 1'615 + 0'001'
havethe following indicesof refrastion:t nr(nr)
greater
than thoseof
ale
indices
:1.595
These
+ 0.001.
I'LzfL|
that the
prove
conclusively
and
the other three calcium borates,
mineral in questionis colemanite.
Ar,rnnetrou or Invorr:n ro Cor,nn'rlNrrp'-The formation of

in arid regions,such as Death Valley.

222, lgL8.
i Th" f.ug-unts are cleavageplates parallel to (010), so that the minimum
value of the index of refraction (/rn) is not obtained'
EPlote cited.

